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From functors between categories to homomorphisms
of C-systems1
Anthony Bordg2 3
Abstract
We prove a theorem, motivated by a conjecture of Voevodsky on C-systems, that
provides, under some assumptions, a lift of a functor M : CC → C, where CC
is a C-system and C a category, to a homomorphism of C-systems M ′ : CC →
CC(PreShv(C), pM ).
1 Introduction
Building on the work of John Cartmell ([1], [2]) and Thomas Streicher (see [3]) on contextual
categories, Vladimir Voevodsky has developed the theory of C-systems in a series of articles
[9, 8, 6, 5, 4, 7]. His theory gives a rigorous algebraic description of Martin Lo¨f type theory
which is, along with Voevodsky’s Univalence Axiom, at the core of the Univalent Foundations
of Mathematics introduced by Vladimir Voevodsky.
Our goal in this article consists in making progress toward the following conjecture on C-
systems.
Conjecture (Voevodsky [4], 6.15.) Let C be a category, CC be a C-system and M :
CC → C a functor such that M(ptCC) is a final object of C and M maps distinguished
squares of CC to pull-back squares of C. Then there exists a universe pM : U˜M → UM in
PreShv(C) and a C-system homomorphism M ′ : CC → CC(PreShv(C), pM) such that the
square
CC
M
−−−→ CyM ′
yYC
CC(PreShv(C), pM)
int
−−−→ PreShv(C)
where YC is the Yoneda embedding, commutes up to a functor isomorphism.
The expression CC(PreShv(C), pM) denotes the C-system generated by the universe cate-
gory (PreShv(C), pM) (cf. section 2 of [4]). To the best of our knowledge the case when CC
is the syntactic C-system motivates this conjecture. Indeed, in this case a functor such as M
provides a “weak” interpretation of type theory, where “weak” means that some information
available on the C-system CC may be erased through the functor M from a C-system, an
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algebraic structure defined up to an isomorphism, to a category defined up to an equivalence.
Such a result would make possible to lift a “weak” interpretation to a “strong” one, i.e to a
homomorphism M ′ , where M ′ respects all the structure of the initial C-system CC.
In theorem 4.2 the author proves the following related result:
Theorem Let C be a category, CC be a C-system and M : CC → C an injective-on-
morphisms functor such that M(ptCC) is a final object of C. Moreover, assume that for any
object c of C, the slice category i/c, where i : CC ′ −֒→ C is the inclusion functor, is small and
filtered (the C-system CC ′ will be constructed in section 2). Then there exists a universe pM :
U˜M → UM in PreShv(C) and a C-system homomorphism M
′ : CC → CC(PreShv(C), pM)
such that the square
CC
M
−−−→ CyM ′
yYC
CC(PreShv(C), pM)
int
−−−→ PreShv(C)
commutes up to a functor isomorphism.
We point out that M being injective on morphisms is equivalent to M being injective on
objects and faithful. The reader should also note that the assumption of M being injec-
tive on morphisms does not imply that it maps distinguished squares of CC to pull-back
squares of C but only to pull-back squares of CC ′, the latter being a subcategory of C, not
a full subcategory. Hence, strictly speaking, our assumption, that M is injective on mor-
phisms, is not stronger than the original one, namely that M maps distinguished squares
of CC to pull-backs of C. However, the author is unclear about how relevant is this as-
sumption with respect to the context that motivates the conjecture or about how strong
is the additional assumption on the slice categories. In the third section 3, we briefly re-
call a construction of Voevodsky which gives an isomorphism between any C-system CC
and a C-system of the form CC(PreShv(CC), ∂), i.e a C-system generated by a universe
category (PreShv(CC), ∂). Applied to CC ′, this construction provides a universe category
(PreShv(CC ′), ∂). The author then constructs, using left Kan extensions, a universe cate-
gory (PreShv(C), Lani∂) and a morphism of universe categories from (PreShv(CC
′), ∂) to
(PreShv(C), Lani∂).
It is worth noting that the construction of this morphism of universe categories is the step
where the additional assumption on the slice categories is used, it is sufficient in order to
conclude but a priori not necessary. Indeed, the left Kan extension functor along the in-
clusion from CC ′ to C does not need to preserve the terminal object and all pull-backs in
PreShv(CC ′), which amounts to the preservation of all finite limits, but it only needs to
preserve the terminal object and the canonical pull-backs, i.e the pull-backs based on the
universe structure ∂. So it might be possible to improve upon our result here.
Applying a second construction of Voevodsky, we get a homomorphism between the corre-
sponding generated C-systems, i.e from CC(PreShv(CC ′), ∂) to CC(PreShv(C), Lani∂).
Finally, in the last section 4 we construct by composition a homomorphism M ′ : CC →
CC(PreShv(C), Lani∂) and we prove in theorem 4.2 the required commutativity up to a
natural isomorphism, proving first a proposition (see 4.1) that allows a control over left Kan
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extensions of representable presheaves. This last proposition is probably well known to cat-
egory theorists, and it is actually left as an exercise in Mac Lane’s book [10] (X.3, exercise
2), but we were unable to find a proof in the literature.
The reader who wonders whether the preferred use of left Kan extensions instead of right
Kan extensions is justified in the present work, although the right Kan extension functor
when it exists, being a right adjoint, preserves all limits that exist in its domain, allowing
the removal of our additional assumption on the slice categories i/c’s, might want to con-
sider that proposition 4.1 does not hold in general for right Kan extensions, the behavior of
which is problematic on representable functors, making unlikely the production of a natural
isomorphism as required by Voevodsky’s conjecture.
Following Voevodsky, we write the composition of morphisms in categories using the di-
agrammatic order and we opt for the Problem-Construction pair together with the more
traditional Theorem-Proof style.
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2 The C-system image of a C-system by an injective functor
We start this section by recalling the definition of a C0-system and the definition of a C-
system.
Definition 2.1 (C0-system, Voevodsky definition 2.1 in [9]) A C0-system is a pre-
category CC with additional structure of the form
1. a function l : Ob(CC)→ N,
2. an object pt,
3. a map ft : Ob(CC)→ Ob(CC),
4. for each X ∈ Ob(CC) a morphism pX : X → ft(X),
5. for each X ∈ Ob(CC) such that l(X) > 0 and each morphism f : Y → ft(X) an object
f ∗X and a morphism q(f,X) : f ∗X → X,
which satisfies the following conditions:
1. l−1(0) = {pt}
2. for X such that l(X) > 0 one has l(ft(X)) = l(X)− 1
3. ft(pt) = pt
3
4. pt is a final object,
5. for X ∈ Ob(CC) such that l(X) > 0 and f : Y → ft(X) one has l(f ∗(X)) > 0,
ft(f ∗X) = Y and the square
f ∗X
q(f,X)
−−−−→ X
pf∗X
y
ypX
Y
f
−−−→ ft(X)
(1)
commutes,
6. for X ∈ Ob(CC) such that l(X) > 0 one has id∗ft(X)(X) = X and q(idft(X), X) = idX ,
7. for X ∈ Ob(CC) such that l(X) > 0, g : Z → Y and f : Y → ft(X) one has
(gf)∗(X) = g∗(f ∗(X)) and q(gf,X) = q(g, f ∗X)q(f,X).
Remark 2.2 A pre-category would be usually called a category but Voevodsky reserves the
name “category” for those uses of these objects that are invariant under equivalence.
Definition 2.3 (C-system, Voevodsky definition 2.3 in [9]) A C-system is a C0-
system together with an operation f 7→ sf defined for all f : Y → X such that l(X) > 0 and
such that
1. sf : Y → (ft(f))
∗(X),
2. sf ◦ p(ft(f))∗(X) = IdY ,
3. f = sf ◦ q(ft(f), X),
4. if X = g∗(U) where g : ft(X)→ ft(U) then sf = sf◦q(g,U).
Problem 2.4 Let C be a category, M be an injective-on-morphisms functor from a C-system
CC to the category C such that M(ptCC) is a final object of C. To construct a C-system CC
′,
whose underlying pre-category is a subcategory of C, and a homomorphism of C-systems
N : CC → CC ′ such that N ◦ i = M (where i denotes the inclusion functor).
Construction 2.5 The underlying pre-category of CC ′ is the subcategory of C with set of
objects
{M(x) | x ∈ Ob(CC)}
and set of morphisms
{M(f) | f ∈Mor(CC)}.
It is easy to check that CC ′ is a pre-category. One defines a length function
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l : Ob(CC ′)→ N
by the formula
l(M(x)) = l(x)
This map is well defined since M is injective on morphisms hence on objects. One defines
ptCC′ as M(ptCC) (since the pre-category can often be inferred, we will sometimes write
simply pt). One defines a map
ft : Ob(CC ′)→ Ob(CC ′)
by the formula
ft(M(x)) = M(ft(x))
which is again well defined by the injectivity of M on objects.
Let pM(x) be the morphism given by
M(px) : M(x) → ft(M(x))
For any object M(x) of CC ′ such that l(M(x)) > 0 (ie l(x) > 0) and any morphism M(f) :
M(y)→ ft(M(x)), one defines the canonical squares in CC ′ by the following formulae
1. M(f)∗(M(x)) = M(f ∗x).
2. q(M(f),M(x)) = M(q(f, x)).
The formulae above are well defined since M is injective on morphisms.
Lemma 2.6 The pre-category CC ′ equipped with the additional structure defined above by
l, pt, ft, pM(x),M(f)
∗(M(x)), q(M(f),M(x))
is a C0-system.
Proof: The properties 1,2,3,5,6,7 of 2.1 are straightforward computations using the cor-
responding properties for the C-system CC. The property 4 ibid holds by assumption on
M .
Lemma 2.7 For any morphism M(f) : M(y)→ M(x) such that l(M(x)) > 0 the operation
M(f) 7→M(sf ) equipped the C0-system CC
′ with the structure of a C-system.
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Proof: Since M is injective on morphisms and l(x) > 0, note that the operation M(f) 7→
M(sf ) is well defined. Straightforward computations, using the corresponding properties of
the operation f 7→ sf of the C-system CC, prove the four required conditions of 2.3.
Remark 2.8 The assumption that M is injective on morphisms does not imply that M maps
distinguished squares of CC to pull-back squares of C but only that it maps them to pull-back
squares of CC ′.
Lemma 2.9 Let N be the restriction functor of M onto CC ′. We denote this functor by
M |. The functor M | : CC → CC ′ is a homomorphism of C-systems.
Proof: Straightforward computations prove that M | commutes with the length functions l
and the ft functions, and M | takes canonical projections, q-morphisms, s-morphisms, the
terminal object to canonical projections, q-morphisms, s-morphisms, the terminal object,
respectively.
3 A universe category defined by the left Kan extension functor
One can use the general construction 5.2 in [4] by Voevodsky in order to give a C-system
CC(PreShv(CC ′), ∂) generated by a universe category, and an isomorphism of C-systems
H ′ : CC ′ → CC(PreShv(CC ′), ∂).
The natural transformation ∂ : O˜b1 → Ob1 is given by
∂(s) = cod(s)
where the presheaf Ob1 : (CC
′)op → Sets is defined by
Ob1(M(x)) = {M(y) ∈ Ob(CC
′) | l(M(y)) = l(M(x)) + 1 and ft(M(y)) = M(x)}
and O˜b1 : (CC
′)op → Sets is such that O˜b1(M(x)) is equal to
{M(s) |M(s) : ft(M(y))→M(y), l(M(y)) > 0,M(s)◦pM(y) = Idft(M(y)), f t(M(y)) = M(x)}
and O˜b1(M(f) : M(x)→ M(y)) maps M(s) to M(f)
∗(M(s), 1) (see [9], 3).
The universe structure on ∂ is given by the canonical pointwise pull-backs in Sets. This
leads to the universe category (PreShv(CC ′), ∂, pt) that generates our C-system.
Problem 3.1 To construct a universe category (PreShv(C), ∂′, pt) and a functor of universe
categories from (PreShv(CC ′), ∂, pt) to (PreShv(C), ∂′, pt) assuming that for any object c
of C the slice category i/c is small and filtered.
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Construction 3.2 Let Lani : PreShv(CC
′) → PreShv(C) denote the left Kan extension
functor along the inclusion i : CC ′ → C given for any presheaf P ∈ PreShv(CC ′) and any
object c of C by the formula
LaniP (c) = colimU ◦ P
where U : i/c→ (CC ′)op maps a pair (M(x), f : M(x) → c) to M(x).
One defines ∂′ as Lani∂, and the universe structure on ∂
′ is given by the canonical pointwise
pull-backs in Sets.
Lemma 3.3 (Lani, Id, Id) is a morphism of universe categories from (PreShv(CC
′), ∂, pt)
to (PreShv(C), ∂′, pt).
Proof: Since for any object c in C the slice category i/c is small and filtered by assumption,
theorem 1 (IX) in [10] gives that for any f : P → Ob1, Lani(P ; f) is a pullback in PreShv(C),
and Lanipt is a terminal object in PreShv(C), namely conditions 1 and 2 for definition 4.1
in [4] hold. Condition 3 ibid is obvious.
By construction 4.7 in [4] this morphism of universe categories (Lani, Id, Id) gives us a homo-
morphism of C-systems H(Lani, Id, Id) from CC(PreShv(CC
′), ∂) to CC(PreShv(C), ∂′).
In the following we shorten the notation H(Lani, Id, Id) by H .
4 The strictification of a functor from a C-system to a category
Below in theorem 4.2 we prove our main result. First, one needs a proposition that makes
explicit the behavior of the left Kan extension functor on representables.
Proposition 4.1 The composition i◦YC is equal, up to a natural isomorphism, to YCC′◦Lani,
where YC : C → PreShv(C) and YCC′ : CC
′ → PreShv(CC ′) denote the (dual) Yoneda
embeddings.
Proof: Since Lani is left adjoint to the functor i
∗ : PreShv(C) → PreShv(CC’) that maps
a presheaf X to iop ◦X , one has a natural bijection
ϕYCC′ (x),X : Hom(LaniYCC′(x), X)→ Hom(YCC′(x), i
∗X)
for any object x of CC ′ and any object X of PreShv(C).
The Yoneda lemma gives us a natural bijection
yx : Hom(YCC′(x), i
∗X)→ i∗X(x)
but i∗X(x) = X(i(x)), hence again the Yoneda lemma provides a natural bijection
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yi(x) : Hom(YC(i(x)), X)→ X(i(x))
Now, one has the following commutative diagram,
CC ′op
∐
CC ′op
(i◦YC)
op+(YCC′◦Lani)
op
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ PreShv(C)op
ia+ib
y
yYPreShv(C)
CC ′op × I −−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
ϕ
[PreShv(C), Sets]
where I is the groupoid interval with two objects a,b and a nontrivial isomorphism α : a→ b;
ia maps an object x to (x, a) and a morphism f to (f, Ida); ib maps x to (x, b) and f to
(f, Idb); the functor ϕ maps an object (x, a) (respectively (x, b)) to Y (YC(i(x))) (respectively
to Y (LaniYCC′(x))), where we have shorten the Yoneda embedding YPreShv(C) by Y , on
morphisms ϕ maps (f, Ida) to Y (YC(i(f))), (f, Idb) to Y (LaniYCC′(f)), and (f, α) to ϕ(f, α)
defined by
ϕ(f, α)X = (ϕYCC′ (z),X ◦ yz ◦ y
−1
i(z))
−1 ◦ Y (LaniYCC′(f))X
for any objectX of PreShv(C), with z the codomain of the morphism f , and finally ϕ(f, α−1)
has for component in X
ϕYCC′ (z),X ◦ yz ◦ y
−1
i(z) ◦ Y (YC(i(f)))X .
Note that ϕ(f, α) is natural in X since every morphism in its definition is natural in X .
Tedious but straightforward computations show that the glueing process used to define ϕ
gives rise to a functor.
Moreover, ia + ib is an essentially surjective functor (i.e eso), and the Yoneda embedding
YPreShv(C) is fully faithul, hence thanks to the weak factorization system (eso, fully faithful)
in Cat (see 7.9, 2. in [11]), one has a diagonal filler ϕ˜ in the diagram above.
This diagonal filler allows us to define a natural isomorphism ρ : i◦YC → YCC′◦Lani. Indeed,
let x be an object of CC ′, one defines ρx by the formula,
ρx = ϕ˜(Idx, α)
−1 : HomC( , i(x))→ LaniHomCC′( , x)
Note that ϕ(Idx, α) is an isomorphism, indeed for any X an object of PreShv(C) one has the
equality ϕ(Idx, α)X = (ϕYCC′ (x),X ◦ yx ◦ y
−1
i(x))
−1. Moreover, the Yoneda embedding YPreShv(C)
is a conservative functor, hence it follows from the equality YPreShv(C)(ϕ˜(Idx, α)) = ϕ(Idx, α)
that ϕ˜(Idx, α) is an isomorphism.
To prove the naturality of ρ one has to prove that for any f : x → z in CC ′ the following
diagram commutes
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HomC( , i(x))
ρx
−−−→ LaniHomCC′( , x)
YC(i(f))
y
yLaniYCC′ (f)
HomC( , i(z)) −−−→
ρz
LaniHomCC′( , z)
The commutativity of the diagram above boils down to YPreShv(C) being faithful and the
commutativity of the following diagram
(z, a)
(Idz ,α)
−−−−→ (z, b)
(f,Ida)
y
y(f,Idb)
(x, a) −−−−→
(Idx,α)
(x, b)
Theorem 4.2 Let C be a category, CC be a C-system and M : CC → C an injective-on-
morphisms functor such that M(ptCC) is a final object of C. Moreover, assume that for any
object c of C, the slice category i/c, where i : CC ′ −֒→ C is the inclusion functor, is small
and filtered. Then there exists a universe pM : U˜M → UM in PreShv(C) and a C-system
homomorphism M ′ : CC → CC(PreShv(C), pM) such that the square
CC
M
−−−→ CyM ′
yYC
CC(PreShv(C), pM)
int
−−−→ PreShv(C)
where the right hand side vertical arrow is the (dual of the) Yoneda embedding, commutes
up to a functor isomorphism.
Proof: Constructions 2.5 and 3.2 provide a C-system CC(PreShv(C), Lani∂) and a homo-
morphism of C-systems M ′ : CC → CC(PreShv(C), Lani∂) given by M
| ◦H ′ ◦H .
In the following we will provide a sequence of natural isomorphisms that will eventually lead
to a natural isomorphism from M ◦ YC to M
′ ◦ int as desired.
First, one defines a natural isomorphism τ : H ◦ int → int ◦ Lani by the following formula
τx = ψn(x) : int(Hn(x))→ Lani(int(x))
for any element x of Obn(PreShv(CC
′), ∂), where the isomorphism ψn(x) is defined as in
construction 4.11 in [4].
Second, one has a similar natural isomorphism τ ′ : H ′ ◦ int→ YCC′ defined by the formula
τ ′x = ψn(x) : int(H
′(x))→ YCC′(x)
for x of length n in CC ′.
Now, one defines a natural isomorphism τ ′′ : H ′ ◦H ◦ int → YCC′ ◦ Lani by the formula
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τ ′′x = τH′(x) ◦ Lani(τ
′
x)
for any element x of Ob(CC ′).
Then one gets a natural isomorphism τ ′′
M |
: M | ◦ H ′ ◦ H ◦ int → M | ◦ YCC′ ◦ Lani by the
formula
(τ ′′
M |
)x = τ
′′
M(x)
for x in CC.
In the same way, since one has a natural isomorphism ρ : i ◦ YC → YCC′ ◦Lani (see 4.1), one
has a natural isomorphism ρM | : M
| ◦ i ◦ YC →M
| ◦ YCC′ ◦ Lani given by
(ρM |)x = ρM(x)
for an element x of Ob(CC).
One finally has by composition a natural isomorphism ρM | ◦ (τ
′′
M |
)−1 : M | ◦ i ◦ YC → M
| ◦
H ′ ◦H ◦ int as desired, i.e a natural isomorphism from M ◦ YC to M
′ ◦ int.
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